Length: 8 weeks  
Course format: The course is delivered fully digital through an online course platform. 6x3h  
Course participants have access to course contents 24/7. The course includes live support sessions, an online discussion group and digital course material (videos and support documents).  
Course language: English  
Course start: Session 2021/1 projected to start beginning of March 2021

“Paper Writing Academy”

... is the only implementation programme of its kind that not only shows you exactly how to prepare and write your journal paper with ease, but it will support you step-by-step to get the paper written during the 8-week programme even if you’ve never done it before, have only little time, and are afraid of getting rejected.

What is so special about Paper Writing Academy?  
- authors write their papers during the course  
- direct implementation of the learned strategies and techniques while writing  
- the paper draft is developed in weekly steps  
- authors receive guidance in their writing directly when they need it  
- authors work on weekly writing tasks in their own pace  
- problems in paper-writing can directly be taken up and resolved  
- authors are part of an exclusive online community to address their writing problems

Paper Writing Academy supports academics who wish for guidance and motivation beyond the short time span of a normal in-person course. It improves the implementation of learning goals and thereby increases the chances to successfully publish a journal paper.

How does Paper Writing Academy work:  
- 8 course weeks with full guidance  
- 6 live sessions provided via Zoom, each lasting 3 h  
- each session includes coursework, exercises with the author’s own paper and ample time for questions  
- each session is recorded and available for further study  
- participants can join individually from their (home-) offices  
- course format minimises the risk for unexpected or short-term cancellations due to conflicting commitments, illness or other reasons

The programme is a perfect fit for:  
- those who haven’t published a paper yet,  
- authors, who just started writing a paper,  
- experienced authors, who aim to make their established writing process more efficient and write better papers with less effort.